Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

**New providers**

- **Provider: AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS (asme)**
  The American Society of Mechanical Engineers eBooks
  The American Society of Mechanical Engineers Journals

- **Provider: British Library (britishlibrary)**
  *** British Library EThOS: All Freely Available Theses
  British Library EThOS: All Theses

- **Provider: GeoScienceWorld (gosci)**
  GeoScienceWorld Journals

- **Provider: Ubiquity Press (ubiquity)**
  Ubiquity Press Journals

**New collections**

- **Provider: Accessible Archives (accessible)**
  Accessible Archives The Woman’s Tribune
  Accessible Archives Women’s Suffrage Collection Part VII: The 19th Amendment Victory: A Newspaper History, 1762-1922
  Accessible Archives Women’s Suffrage Collection Part VIII: The 19th Amendment Victory: Books, 1812-1923

- **Provider: American Physiological Society (amphysio)**
  American Physiological Society Legacy Journals

- **Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)**
  Bloomsbury Churchill Documents and Official Biography
Bloomsbury Design Library 2020 Collection
Bloomsbury Drama Online Core Collection Update - 2020 - Canada
Bloomsbury Drama Online Core Collection Update - 2020 – UKAUSROW
Bloomsbury Drama Online Core Collection Update - 2020 – US
Bloomsbury Drama Online Nick Hern Books Modern Plays Update - 2020
Bloomsbury Food Library 2020 Update
Bloomsbury I.B. Tauris, Art and Culture in the Middle East
Bloomsbury I.B. Tauris The Islamic World
Bloomsbury Popular Music 2020 Collection

• Provider: Cambridge University Press (CUP)

Cambridge Core: Textbooks 2017
Cambridge Core: Textbooks 2018
Cambridge Core: Textbooks 2019
Cambridge Core: Textbooks 2020
Cambridge Elements: Philosophy 2020

• Provider: Canadian Research Knowledge Network (CRKN)

CRKN Canadiana collections Héritage

• Provider: EBSCOhost (EBSCOhost)

ATLASerials

• Provider: Elsevier (elsevier)

Elsevier ClinicalKey Student Foundation Physiotherapy English Language Package

• Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)

Wiley Online Library UBCM All Titles from 2017-2021

• Provider: JSTOR (jstor)

Books at JSTOR Temporary COVID-19 Access

Provider: Lexis Nexis (wiley)

Lexis Advance Core
Lexis Advance Plus

• Provider: ProQuest Safari (ProQuest)

ProQuest Safari Public Library Basic
ProQuest Safari Public Library Complete

• Provider: SAGE (SAGE)
**New cooperatively contributed collections**

- *** American Physiological Society, open access and open archive (global.930.86) – contributed by Nicholson Library
- *** Contemporary Arts Museum Houston Exhibition Catalogues (global.47553.37) – contributed by Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
- *** DTL OA Dissertations Related to death (Thanatology) 2016 (global.197115.54) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Fordham University Dissertations related to Psychology and Philosophy (2017-2019) (global.197115.69) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA The Open Commons of Phenomenology ebooks (global.197115.79) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA University of the Pacific Dissertations (Psychology and Philosophy related) (global.197115.64) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA U.P. Diliman Open Access Journals (global.197115.75) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- JSTOR Public Health Journals – Claremont (global.5640.940) – contributed by The Claremont Colleges
- *** Onestar Press (global.42197.17) – contributed by Los Angeles County Museum of Art
- Wessels Insolventierecht (Kluwer Navigator) (global.60691.320) – contributed by Erasmus University

* indicates a new provider

*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.
Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist; not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection. Discontinued collections have a lifespan of about six months+ before they are deleted. Plan to deselect discontinued collections before OCLC removes them from the knowledge base so you have a chance to select alternative collections. Find more information on the Discontinued knowledge base collections page.

Discontinued Collection: GeoScienceWorld (highwire.gsw)
Provider: HighWire Press (highwire)

Select this collection instead: GeoScienceWorld Journals (gosci.journals)
Provider: GeoScienceWorld (gosci)

Discontinued Collection: GeoScienceWorld (openly.jsCate.gsw)
Provider: GeoScienceWorld (openly.jsCate.gsw)

Select this collection instead: GeoScienceWorld Journals (gosci.journals)
Provider: GeoScienceWorld (gosci)

- Provider: Greenleaf Publishing (greenleaf)

Discontinued Collection: DōShorts (greenleaf.doshorts)

Discontinued Collection: The Greenleaf Online Library (GOL) (greenleaf.gol)

Discontinued Collection: The Sustainable Organization Library (SOL) (greenleaf.sol)

*these titles can be found in Taylor & Francis All eBooks (informaworld.tandfebooks) which offers automatic holdings if libraries participate

- Provider: InteLex (NLX)

Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Aristotle: Complete Works (NLX.aristotle)

Discontinued Collection: British Philosophy 1600-1900 (Past Masters) (global.60691.248)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters British Philosophy: 1600-1900 (NLX.britphil)

Discontinued Collection: G. W. F. Hegel Werke II (Past Masters) (global.60691.251)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Hegel: Werke II (NLX.hegelde)

Discontinued Collection: Kierkegaard Samlede Vaerker (Past Masters) (global.60691.254)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Kierkegaard: Samlede Værker (NLX.kierkegaard)

Discontinued Collection: Nietzsche Werke: Historisch-kritische Ausgabe (Past Masters) (global.60691.253)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Nietzsche Werke (NLX.nietzschede)
Discontinued Collection: Political Philosophy: Machiavelli to Mill (global.60691.228)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Political Philosophy: Machiavelli to Mill (NLX.political)

Discontinued Collection: The Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce (Past Masters) (global.60691.203)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Peirce: Collected Papers (NLX.peirce)

Discontinued Collection: The Collected Works of Ludwig Wittgenstein (Past Masters) (global.60691.249)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Wittgenstein: Collected Works (NLX.wittcw)

Discontinued Collection: The Collected Works of St. Thomas Aquinas (Past Masters) (global.1284.188)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Aquinas: Collected Works (NLX.aquinas)

Discontinued Collection: The Complete Works and Correspondence of David Hume (Past Masters) (global.60691.230)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Hume: Complete Works and Correspondence (NLX.hume)

Discontinued Collection: The Continental Rationalists (Past Masters) (global.60691.250)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Continental Rationalists, The (NLX.rationalists)

Discontinued Collection: The Philosophical Works and Selected Correspondence of John Locke (Past Masters) (global.60691.252)
Select this collection instead: InteLex Past Masters Locke: Philosophical Works, Select Correspondence (NLX.locke)

Discontinued Collection: Wilhelm Dilthey: Gesammelte Werke, Nachgelassenes und Briefe (Past Masters) (global.60691.275)
Select this collection instead:
InteLex Past Masters Dilthey: Gesammelte Werke und Briefe (NLX.diltheyde)

• Provider: L'Harmattan (harmattan)

Discontinued Collection: l'Harmathèque Proceedings and Book Articles (harmattan.harmathequearticles)
Select this collection instead: l'Harmathèque eBooks (harmattan.harmathequeebooks)

Statistics

Totals:
725 providers
16184 collections
46,809,211 records
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